
Drawing dogs 
with coloured 
pencil

Some tips for drawing dogs
My biggest tip for cMy biggest tip for creating realistic looking dogs is to ensure you 
have all your angles correct. The angle of the eyes is the same 
as the top of the nose, the nostrils, the bottom of the nose and 
the mouth. If you’re finding that your nose is at a slightly different 
angle to the eyes, then the dog is most likely sniffing something, 
this will look fine in a photo, but once isolated from the photo and 
created into a drawing will look odd, so try to use a photo where 
the nose isn’t twisthe nose isn’t twisted to one side. 

Eyes
The eyes are the most important part of your portrait and will, in 
most cases be the main focus. Getting the eyes right is vital, 
therefore, in creating realistic drawings. See the separate sheet 
around hints and tips for creating eyes.

Noses
Noses can be tricky when you first start drawing dogs. We tend 
to focus on all the tiny details and get bogged down trying to 
draw all the little patterns, when actually you really don’t need to 
do that, and adding too much detail can be detrimental to your 
finished piece.
Light and shade aLight and shade are you friends when drawing dog noses. Get 
your shadows in the right places, some lovely highlights and the 
detail can either be put in lightly or left out - either way you’re still 
going to have a realistic looking nose. 
Don’t be scared - look at shapes rather than the nose as a 
whole. See separate sheet for hints and tips on drawing noses.

Fur
DiffeDifferent breeds have different fur types. Whether its sleek and 
smooth or thick and fluffy. There are different techniques for the 
different types of fur, but all of them require layering. Soft 
pressure, building up your layers, again using your tonal values 
will help you create the fur you’re drawing. See separate sheet 
for fur tips


